Do you hunt at night and go to a few spots? Do
you drive from one place to another with white
lights? Yes?
Well, if you do then stop making a mistake!!!!!

you are

A long time ago I used to drive from place to place with white
lights, I then tried this and ever since I use red lights on a
trucks lights to get me from place to place. If it isn’t on a
public road at night I use red only. We hunted last year in
Arlington, we drove up to and past buck, bat eared foxes, owls
and also aardwolf that were not at all worried about us, the
bakkie idled softly and we passed them all, none of them ran,
they seemed less fazed by red as to white totally!

I cover the indicator lights with black material, making all the
lights red really helps a lot, and driving on a farm road from
place to place with red spooks the wildlife far less.

Here is a link to the course we give in Arlington, near
Bethlehem, look at the very last photo at this link the bakkie
with these filters works like a
charm.
http://www.africanpredator.com/w
ebsitecourse.pdf
Try this, it really helps a lot, and on
your next hunt DO NOT use white
driving lights, use RED as long as its
private ground.
---------------------------------

RED BAKKIE DRIVING FILTERS
DIT WERK!!

The image below is normal lights, not bright- it gives you perfect
driving lighting (NOT ON PUBLIC ROADS!!!).

GEBRUIK
ROOI DIT
WERK!

This photo is slightly overexposed but you can clearly see the
covers, I cut them from red photographic filters and use
masking tape to stick over the bakkies lights, it works well.
Using the red lights and driving with red from place to place
does help no doubt about it, and with the spots and driving
lights covered in red gives you perfect vision at night while
driving – try this and see if you have better results from not
spooking wildlife from place to place.

